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Main challenges and key features of indicator-based agroecological
assessment frameworks in the context of international cooperation
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ABSTRACT. Agroecology increasingly gains importance in the discussion about sustainable food systems. To facilitate the transition
from conventional farming to agroecological farming, adequate methods and concepts to measure and assess impact and productivity
of agroecological farming systems (AFSs) are needed, which consider their multifunctionality and other specific characteristics, here
called agroecological sustainability assessment frameworks and tools (ASAFTs). In the past years, many agricultural sustainability
assessment tools and frameworks were developed but their suitability and applicability to AFSs was not investigated. To close this
knowledge gap, we aimed at identifying, reviewing, and discussing published ASAFTs in the context of international cooperation,
providing an overview of the current challenges, needs, and requirements in assessing AFSs at the farm level with the means of indicators.
Desktop and scientific database research was conducted to identify and discuss published indicator-based ASAFTs at the farm level.
The analysis was based on the following four framework elements that the authors considered to be essential for ASAFTs: (1) the
adaptability to local conditions all over the world, (2) the involvement of farmers in the development process, (3) the consideration of
the multiple functions of an agroecosystem in the definition and measurement of its productivity, and (4) the accounting for interactions
between multiple agroecosystem functions and their measurement. Only a few analyzed assessment frameworks at least partly consider
these essential elements and were designed specifically for AFSs. However, our study also showed that these frameworks were (1)
restricted in their geographical application scope, (2) quite heterogeneous and barely comparable, and (3) based on productivity
indicators that do not fully capture the multiple functions of AFSs. Therefore, we identified the need for the development of appropriate
agroecological productivity indicators and common standard or reference frameworks for assessing AFSs, which will be crucial for
upscaling agroecology.
Key Words: agroecological assessment frameworks; agroecological transition; farmers’ involvement; indicator interaction;
multifunctionality
INTRODUCTION
The call for a paradigm shift in agriculture and agricultural
policies is getting louder as industrial farming does not offer
sufficient support for achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) by 2030, i.e. food security, food sovereignty,
ecological sustainability, environmental protection, and climate
change adaptation and mitigation (De Schutter and Vanloqueren
2011, IPES-Food 2016, da Silva 2018). To meet the SDGs by 2030,
fundamental changes in agricultural production and policies and
decisive political action are required. This was already outlined
in the International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge,
Science and Technology for Development (IAASTD 2009) more
than a decade ago (IPES-Food 2016, da Silva 2018). One approach
to sustainable agriculture and food systems is agroecology.
Agroecology has become a core element in many of the current
debates on agriculture transformation, while it was rarely
mentioned only a few years ago (Pimbert 2015, Hatt et al. 2016,
FAO 2018a). Production in agroecological farming systems
(AFSs) does not rely on intensive use of external inputs. Rather,
it is based on an integrated and holistic social-ecological
approach, utilizing local resources and socially accepted and
culturally adapted technologies, while maximizing the ecosystem
service provision (Altieri 1989, 2002, Levidow et al. 2014, AFSA
2016, Hatt et al. 2016, FAO 2018b). As Toledo and Manuel (1990)
and Altieri (2004) put it (as cited in Altieri and Toledo 2011:589),
“Agroecological systems are deeply rooted in the ecological
rationale of traditional small-scale agriculture ...”  
Altieri et al. (2011) describe six agroecological attributes: (1)
productivity, (2) resilience, (3) economic viability, social equity,
and cultural diversity, (4) conservation of natural resources,
biodiversity, and ecosystem services, (5) input independency and
resource use efficiency, and (6) environmental protection. Thus,
agroecological food systems go beyond mere food production.
This is also reflected in the 10 principles of agroecology
formulated by the FAO (2018b): (1) diversity, (2) synergies, (3)
efficiency, (4) resilience, (5) recycling, (6) cocreation and sharing
of knowledge (describing common features of AFSs); (7) human
and social values, (8) culture and food traditions (describing
context features of AFSs); (9) responsible governance, and (10)
circular and solidarity economy (describing the enabling
environment of AFSs). Thus, agroecology is clearly different from
(1) organic agriculture that is based primarily on defined
standards and regulations of production, (2) conventionalized
organic agriculture (cf. Darnhofer et al. 2010), (3) sustainable
intensification, as described by Bernard and Lux (2017), and (4)
climate-smart agriculture, as explained by Pimbert (2015).  
Agroecological small-scale farming is key for agricultural
sustainability and food security, in particular in developing
countries (IAASTD 2009, Altieri et al. 2011, De Schutter and
Vanloqueren 2011, AFSA 2016, Goswami et al. 2017, da Silva
2018). Therefore, agroecological sustainability assessment
frameworks and tools (ASAFTs) are needed to adequately
capture the productivity and evaluate the multifunctional
performance and outputs of AFSs (De Schutter and Vanloqueren
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2011, da Silva 2018, GTAE 2018). Such ASAFTs would provide
the required data basis for result-based policy making in the
context of agroecological small-scale farming and related policy
frameworks (López-Ridaura et al. 2002, Flores and Sarandon
2004, López-Ridaura et al. 2005, IAASTD 2009, De Schutter and
Vanloqueren 2011, AFSA 2016, IPES-Food 2016, Sukhdev et al.
2016, Trabelsi et al. 2016, Goswami et al. 2017, Muller et al. 2017,
da Silva 2018, TEEB 2018).  
Civil society organizations (CSOs; e.g., AFSA, GTAE, and
SWISSAID) are the main promoters and disseminators of
agroecology, particularly in developing countries (cf. AFSA 2016,
GTAE 2018). They are in search of suitable and widely accepted
assessment frameworks to monitor and evaluate agroecological
projects and to compare the strengths and weaknesses of different
(agroecological) farming systems. Different expert panels, some
scientists (IPES-Food 2016, Trabelsi et al. 2016, Dendoncker et
al. 2018, or Lovell et al. 2010, for example), and international
organizations, institutions, and initiatives (e.g. da Silva 2018,
TEEB 2018) are working on this, while conventional farmers,
governments, and their research organizations seem to be less
active.  
In ASAFTs, the evaluation criteria and frameworks of
agricultural performance have to go beyond the classical
agronomic and economic indicators, e.g., yield, labor
productivity, or invested money per hectare, and have to become
much more comprehensive and tailored to agroecological
practices and principles (De Schutter and Vanloqueren 2011,
AFSA 2016, TEEB 2018). New ways of measuring impact and
productivity have to be established based on four key aspects: (1)
local conditions, (2) the involvement of farmers (their needs and
experience), (3) the consideration of the multiple functions of an
agroecosystem in the definition and measurement of its
productivity, and, hence, (4) the analysis of interactions among
the multiple functions and their measurement, i.e., indicators.
Consequently, ASAFTs are defined in this study as assessment
frameworks that integrate all four key aspects.  
An assessment framework is, thereby, a “... theoretical and
procedural structure that underpins [the] sustainability
assessment ...” (Bonisoli et al. 2018:1081), including the definition
and choice of the underlying objectives, methods (i.e., assessment
tools), and assumptions (i.e., thematic dimensions, operational
levels, time frame, and spatial scope of a sustainability assessment;
Goswami et al. 2017). Hence, the framework should help to
document any interpretation made during an assessment and
highlight also its subjective nature. Integrated assessment
frameworks are frameworks that integrate different kinds of
knowledge, i.e. knowledge from different disciplines and
stakeholders, with the aim to further support societal learning
and decision-making processes (TIAS 2020). Assessment tools,
finally, are analytical techniques to conduct the analyses and
evaluations within an assessment framework (Gasparatos et al.
2008, Gasparatos 2010, Gasparatos and Scolobig 2012).  
Several studies review the numerous agricultural sustainability
assessment frameworks developed in the past years and identify
their strengths and weaknesses (Binder et al. 2010, Marchand et
al. 2014, Schader et al. 2014, Schindler et al. 2015, Dabkiene 2016,
de Olde et al. 2016a, Slätmo et al. 2017, Bonisoli et al. 2018).
However, almost no studies evaluated agricultural sustainability
assessment frameworks regarding their suitability to assess AFSs.
An exception is Trabelsi et al. (2016), who compared three
different agricultural sustainability assessment frameworks
(DIALECTE, IDEA, and RAD) and concluded that these are
hardly suitable to assess the performance and differences of
agroecological transition farms. To remedy this, Trabelsi et al.
(2016) developed an assessment framework based on a modeling
approach to facilitate strategic decision making, guidance, and
assistance for transitioning farming toward agroecological
practices, and to assess the performance and impacts of the
changes made (Trabelsi et al. 2019). However, the main challenges
and required key features of ASAFTs were not specifically
addressed.  
To close this knowledge gap, in this study we identify and review
existing ASAFTs described in the scientific literature in the
context of international cooperation. We focus on indicator-
based ASAFTs at the farm level. Indicators are considered the
most common tool to assess agricultural sustainability (Bonisoli
et al. 2018). Furthermore, indicator-based sustainability
assessments are seen as most suitable to capture the complexity
and multifunctionality of sustainable farming systems (Goswami
et al. 2017), and best suited to serve as a basis for evidence-based
policy making. It is also at this level that farmers’ decisions most
directly influence the various sustainability dimensions
(Marchand et al. 2014, Hodbod et al. 2016, Latruffe et al. 2016),
and agricultural policy most commonly targets farms as decision-
making units. Limits of this focus on the production side at the
farm level are addressed in the discussion.  
The two central research questions addressed here are the
following: (1) Do indicator-based assessment frameworks
particularly designed to evaluate AFSs at the farm level exist? (2)
What are the strengths and weaknesses of these frameworks in
view of the four key aspects that ASAFTs must integrate (locality;
farmers' involvement; multifunctionality; interactions)?
METHODS
A literature research was conducted in summer 2018 using Web
of Science, with a keyword search merging the terms
“agroecology” or “agriculture” with the terms “sustainability
assessment,” “sustainability indicators,” “multifunctionality
assessment,” “multifunctionality indicators,” “productivity
assessment,” or “productivity indicators” into a total of 12
combinations. The terms “agroecology” and “agriculture” were
chosen to also identify broad assessment approaches and to avoid
assessments specifically targeted at codified approaches such as
organic, or at niche approaches such as permaculture, etc. The
aim of the literature research was to get an overview of (1) the
existing indicator-based agricultural sustainability assessment
frameworks at the farm-level, and (2) their relevance and
applicability to evaluate AFSs in the context of international
cooperation. In order to obtain an overview of the current
situation in the field of agroecological monitoring and evaluation,
only journal articles, reviews, and book chapters published over
the past decade (2008-2018) were considered. The articles, reviews,
and book chapters had to be available in English and belong to
the 50 most relevant records according to Web of Science, i.e.,
ordered “... based on a ranking system that considers how many
of the search terms are found in each record [title, key words, and
abstract]” Clarivate 2018). Finally, all literature records that dealt
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Fig. 1. Process flow diagram of the conducted literature analysis. For each process step and outcome, selection and evaluation
criteria are mentioned.
with indicator-based, integrated (i.e., multidimensional, noncrop-
and nonproduction-specific) assessment frameworks that
evaluate agricultural food production systems were selected.  
Figure 1 captures the structure of the literature review and
analysis. In total, the literature research using the 12 key word
combinations yielded 316 hits (Box A in Fig. 1). Three of these
316 papers reviewed indicators that are used in the literature to
assess agricultural sustainability (cf. Hayati et al. 2010, Latruffe
et al. 2016, Rasmussen et al. 2017; Box B in Fig. 1). Nine additional
articles reviewed agricultural sustainability assessment frameworks
(cf. Binder et al. 2010, Marchand et al. 2014, Schader et al. 2014,
Schindler et al. 2015, Dabkiene 2016, Slätmo et al. 2017, Bonisoli
et al. 2018, as well as de Olde et al. 2016b and de Olde et al. 2017a,
which were mentioned among the first seven reviews, and deemed
as relevant and, therefore, included in the final analysis). Finally,
all nine reviews (Box C in Fig. 1) were analyzed regarding the
evaluated frameworks, the mentioned challenges, the evaluation
categories (Box D1 in Fig. 1; Table 1), and the focus on the
suitability and applicability for agroecology and developing
countries (Box D2 in Fig. 1; Table 2). From this literature research,
we identified 19 integrated assessment frameworks (Box E and G
in Fig. 1) that were included in the analysis (Box F and H in Fig.
1). They were found in the reviews (Table 3) and/or described in
additional articles that resulted from the literature research (Table
4).
Four key aspects of ASAFTs
To investigate whether the 19 individual assessment frameworks
are suitable and applicable to evaluate AFSs in the context of
international cooperation, they were evaluated based on four key
aspects: (1) local conditions; (2) farmers’ involvement, (3)
integration of agricultural multifunctionality, and (4) analysis of
interactions (Tables 3 and 4). The emphasis on these four aspects
in this study is explained by their relevance in agroecological
farming systems:  
1. The ability to account for local conditions, i.e., socio-
cultural, environmental, and economic conditions, is crucial
for a frameworks’ relevance and applicability in various
world regions. In developing countries of the South, mainly
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Table 1. Review analysis I. Evaluation criteria of the analysis of agricultural sustainability assessment framework reviews were the
review objective, the evaluated assessment frameworks/tools, the mentioned challenges, and the evaluation categories.
Agricultural Sustainability Assessment Framework Review Analysis I
Author (Year) Description Evaluated Assessment Frameworks/Tools Mentioned Challenges Evaluation Categories
Binder et al. 2010 Evaluation framework for sustainability
assessment methods based on the analysis of
systemic, normative, and procedural aspects
of seven assessment methods, resulting in
three assessment types: (1) top-down farm
assessment methods, (2), top-down regional
assessment methods with stakeholder
participation, (3) bottom-up integrated
participatory or transdisciplinary methods
with stakeholder participation throughout
the process.
FESLM, IDEA, ISAP, MMF, RISE, SAFE,
SSP
Missing or no consideration of
agricultural multifunctionality
Unbalanced assessments of the
sustainability dimensions
Assessment's unsuitability for
utilization
Unidentified conflicting goals and
trade-offs
Method trade-offs with regard to (1)
system specificity, (2) complexity, and
(3) aggregation
Missing or no consideration of intra-
generational equity
Normative aspects (sustainability
definition, multidimensionality/
functionality, intra-/intergenerational
equity, goal setting, assessment type)
Systemic aspects (parsimony,
sufficiency, indicator interaction)
Procedural aspects (aim, target/user
group, scale, indicator selection/
measurement/ assessment, applicability,
stakeholder involvement)
Marchand et al.
2014
Determination of 11 key characteristics for
tool choice; in addition, the authors
identified two tool types based on an in-
depth comparison of two integrated
indicator-based sustainability assessment
tools at farm level (MOTIFS and the PG
tool). Authors differentiate between full
sustainability assessments (FSA) and rapid
sustainability assessments (RSA). Both
assessment types are discussed with regard
to their strengths and weaknesses in relation
to aim, user-friendliness, and tools' function
in practice.
(IDEA), MOTIFS, PG Tool, (RISE) The effects of tool modularity on the
assessment results
Method trade-offs with regard to (1)
complexity, (2) applicability, and (3)
costs
(e.g., FSA tools vs. RSA)
Primary purpose
Sustainability definition
Method of data collection
Data source
Time/budget for data collection
Additionally, for MOTIFS and the PG
tool:
• Normative aspects (concept, goal
setting, scoring and aggregation
method, tool function)
• Systemic aspects (parsimony,
sufficiency, indicator interaction)
• Procedural aspects (preparation,
indicator selection, data correctness,
data availability, user-friendliness,
compatibility, transparency, output
accuracy, complexity, communication,
effectiveness)
Schader et al. 2014 Overview of 35 sustainability assessments
that aim to evaluate farms, farming systems,
or products. Six approaches were selected for
detailed comparison. Focus was on
differences in scope, precision, possible
impacts on the sustainability debate,
explanatory power, and target users. Finally,
the authors identified different method
trade-offs.
Agri-LCA, AUI, AVIBIO, CAPRI, COSA,
DairySAT, DLG-Zertifikat, DRAM,
FARMIS, FESLM, Fieldprint calculator,
GEMIS, IDEA, IFSC, ISAP, KSNL,
Labelguide MMF, MODAM, MOTIFS,
OCIS PG, PASMA, PROMAPA. G,
PROSA, RAUMIS, REPRO, RISE, SAFE,
SALCA SDA, SEEbalance, SILAS,
SMART, SPA, SSP
Method trade-offs with regard to (1)
complexity, (2) applicability, (3)
comprehensiveness, (4) level of
precision, and (5) geographical scope
Definition of sustainability
(nontransparent perspectives or
missing sustainability dimensions)
Transparency and harmonization
sustainability assessment approaches
Testing and evaluation of assessment
guidelines (e.g., SAFA)
Primary purpose
Assessment level
Scope (geographical, sectorial, thematic)
Sustainability perspectives
Additionally, for SALCA, REPRO/
DLG certification, RISE, COSA, AUI,
and FARMISs:
• Number of (sub)themes per dimension
• Percentage of SAFA topics addressed
• Type of measurement
• Complexity of the model algorithms
• Time requirement for data collection
Schindler et al.
2015
Review of ex ante sustainability impact
assessments applied to crop farming systems
in developing countries. Authors compared
10 different assessments tools/frameworks
that are based on quantitative modeling,
indicator/interview-based and participative
approaches.
DESIRE-DSS (WOCAT), Farm-Images,
FoPIA, MESMIS, NUANCES, PIA, PIPA,
RISE, ScalA, TOA-MD 5.0 model
Unbalanced assessments of the
sustainability dimensions
Unidentified interrelations of the
sustainability dimensions
Inadequate involvement of
stakeholders
Missing fourth sustainability
dimension
(i.e., institutional capacity and
performance)
Missing understanding of
sustainability impact assessment (i.e.,
focus on ex post than ex ante
methodologies)
General aspects (objective, thematic
sector, application moment, time
requirement, spatial scale, data type,
method type, (end) user, time horizon)
Sustainability dimensions (dimensions,
number of indicators, specifications,
dimension interrelations, indicators'
context-relatedness)
Stakeholder involvement
(representation, involvement moment,
level of interactivity, stakeholders'
influence)
(con'd)
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Dabkiene 2016 Review and analysis of farm sustainability
assessment tools that are based on FADN
data.
Westbury et al. 2011, Gerrard et al. 2012,
Longhitano et al. 2012, Van Passel and Meul
2012, Barnes and Thomson 2014, Ryan et al.
2014, Van der Meulen et al. 2014,
Vitunskiene and Dabakiene 2014, (all as
cited in Dabkiene 2016)
Proliferation of assessment
approaches leads to incomparability
Lack of data
Inadequate coverage of social
subthemes
Subject
Sustainability dimensions
Indicators
Output form
Coverage of SAFA subthemes
de Olde et al.
2016a
Overview of 48 indicator-based
sustainability assessment tools, and
comparison of four tools (IDEA, PG Tool,
RISE, SAFA) in practice with regard to
requirements, procedures, complexity, and
farmers' perception. Four peer-reviewed,
holistic, farm-level assessment tools/
frameworks, suitable for livestock and arable
farms in northwest Europe, were evaluated
and tested together with farmers and experts
on five Danish farms.
AEMBAC, AESIS, Agro-Eco-Index,
ANCA, APOIA-NOVO RURAL, ARBRE,
AUI, AVIbio, BROA, COSA, Coteur et al.
2014, DairySAT, Dantsis et al. 2010,
DIAGE, DIALECTE, DIALOGUE, DLG,
DSI, EF, EMA, EP, FARMSMART, Field
Print Calculator, GA, IDEA, IFSC,
INDIGO®, ISAP, KSNL, LCA, MESMIS,
MMF, MOTIFS, PG Tool, RAD, REPRO,
RISE, SAFA, SAFE, SAI-SPA, SALCA,
SeeBalance®, SLCA, SMART, Soil&More
Flower, Sustainability Dashboard, Van
Calker et al. 2006, Dantsis et al. 2010,
Coteur et al. 2014, (all as cited in de Olde et
al. 2016a)
Proliferation of assessment
approaches
Method trade-offs with regard to (1)
context-specificity and (2) assessment
scopes
Effects of developers' assumptions on
the assessment's relevance for end-
users (e.g., farmers)
Limited assessments' impact (i.e.,
limited scope of action) at farm level
Sustainability as evolving concept
requires adapting assessment tools/
frameworks
Assessment level
Peer revision and references
Sustainability dimensions
Application sector
Suitability for northwest Europe
(multiple countries)
Language
Additionally, for IDEA, the PG Tool,
RISE and SAFA:
• General aspects (target group, origin,
start, number of assessments, countries)
• Normative aspects (sustainability
concept, goal setting, scoring and
aggregation method, tool function)
• Systemic aspects (simplicity,
sufficiency, indicator interaction)
Procedural aspects (preparation
requirements, indicator selection, data
correctness, data availability, user-
friendliness, compatibility, transparency,
output accuracy, complexity,
communication, relevance)
de Olde et al.
2017a
Review of four integrated, indicator-based
sustainability assessment frameworks at the
farm level. Authors tested the methods of
the four assessment tools/frameworks within
the subtheme of animal welfare on five
different Danish farms and compared the
results. Because the results differ
considerably on account of the different
assessment methods and approaches, a
framework to enhance the transparency of
sustainability assessment tools was
presented.
IDEA, PG Tool, RISE, SAFA Nontransparency of assessment
frameworks/tools leads to distorted
and, hence, less reliable and relevant
results and follow-up actions
Proliferation of assessment
approaches leads to different and,
hence, less valid conclusions/results
General characteristics (name, reference,
origin, version, year)
Terminology
Number of elements
Subthemes
Indicators
Scoring system
Aggregation methodology
Slätmo et al. 2017 Analysis of the definition and interpretation
of sustainability in different assessment
frameworks, including the implication on the
application and the ability to improve
sustainability within the agricultural sector.
Three holistic, indicator-based assessment
frameworks/tools were analyzed by "...
applying lessons learned from critical studies
on sustainability, agroecology and political
ecology" (p. 382). Suggestions on how to
overcome identified shortcoming are offered.
IDEA, RISE, SAFA Sustainability as a context-specific
process requires adapting assessment
tools/frameworks
Unacknowledged normative aspects of
sustainability definitions and
assessments
(e.g., a limited farmers' framing/
assessment of agricultural
sustainability reduces the frameworks'
utility to farmers)
Unidentified interrelations (or trade-
offs) of different sustainability
dimensions, objectives, and indicators
Primary purpose
Development process
Framework design and logic
Addressed sustainability issues
Unaddressed sustainability issues
Implication on the governance of
agriculture
Bonisoli et al. 2018 Review of academic literature regarding
indicator criteria and assessment tools used
for agricultural sustainability evaluation. A
set of common indicator criteria identified
and different assessment tools/frameworks
evaluated. The 15 most important
assessment tools/frameworks categorized
into four types of frameworks: a bottom-up
participatory, a top-down researcher
addressed, a top-down dimension driven,
and a top-down indicator driven framework.
AVIBIO, COSA, DELTA, DSI, FESLM,
IDEA, MESMIS, MMF, MOTIFS, PG
Tool, RISE, SAEMETH, SAFA, SAFE,
SSP
Nontransparency of indicator
selection criteria and processes
Missing or no consideration of
agricultural multifunctionality/-
dimensionality
Missing or no consideration of
different data sources and end-users
Unidentified interrelations (or trade-
offs) of indicators
Normative dimension (sustainability
concept, indicator criteria, goal setting,
assessment type)
Systemic dimension (indicator
interaction)
Procedural dimension (end-users,
purpose, assessment level, stakeholder
participation, aggregation method)
Application (geographical scope,
system)
small-scale, low-input farming feeds the people (Altieri
2002, 2004, Altieri et al. 2011). In the North and transitional
economies, industrialized, intensive farming dominates
agriculture, mostly producing animal feed and increasingly
used for energy generation, rather than feeding people
(IAASTD 2009, Cassidy et al. 2013, IPES-Food 2016). As
a consequence of the significant difference between farm
management systems in the Global North and those in the
Global South, ASAFTs need to be adaptable to local farm
management systems. This includes the adaption of
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Table 2. Review analysis II. Evaluation criteria of the analysis of agricultural sustainability assessment framework reviews were the
implementation of indicator interaction analyses, the assessment frameworks’ emphasis on agroecological farming systems (AFSs),
the farmers’ involvement in the development process of the frameworks, the farmers’ perception of the utility and suitability of the
frameworks, and the frameworks’ emphasis on agricultural systems in developing countries.
 
Agricultural Sustainability Assessment Framework Review Analysis II
Author (Year) Indicator Interaction Agroecology Focus Farmers’ Involvement†/
Farmers’ Perception‡
Focus on Developing Countries
Binder et al. 2010 Yes No (Yes)/(Yes) No
Marchand et al. 2014 Yes No (Yes)/Yes No
Schader et al. 2014 No No No/No No
(only geographical application)
Schindler et al. 2015 No No (Yes)/No Yes
(focus on interrelation of
sustainability dimensions but
not individual indicators)
(focus on crop farming in
developing countries)
Dabkiene 2016 No No No/No No
(Not specifically; only for a
quarter of the tools it is noted
that stakeholders were
involved.)
(Assessments are based on an
European data base.)
de Olde et al. 2016a Yes No Yes/Yes No
(assessment framework/tool
evaluation on Danish farms)
de Olde et al. 2017a No No No/No No
Slätmo et al. 2017 Yes Yes Yes/(Yes) No
Bonisoli et al. 2018 Yes No Yes/(Yes) No
(only geographical application)
†Yes: The review evaluates or states the involvement of farmers in the whole process of the assessment framework development; (Yes): The review evaluates
and addresses the involvement of stakeholders in the whole process of the assessment framework development in general.
‡Yes: The review evaluates farmers’ perception of the agricultural sustainability assessment frameworks/tools directly through farmer interviews and
practical tests in the field; (Yes): The review evaluates the user-friendliness of the agricultural sustainability assessment frameworks/tools indirectly through
expert tests and assessments.
measurement units and assessment methods to the measures
and agroecological practices of local farmers. ASAFTs also
need to be applicable and understandable to the farmers
themselves (cf. aspect 2). In the Global South, there is often
a lack of capacity and infrastructure to conduct
sustainability assessments (cf. Minae et al. 2008). However,
an ASAFTs should be based on a globally valid
understanding of agroecological farming to guarantee a
level of comparability while being adaptable to the local
conditions in different regions. Practitioners, i.e., farmers,
farmers’ organizations, CSOs, or international organizations,
engaged in AFSs in different world regions can then better
exchange experiences and share knowledge on their local
agroecological methods and practices on a national and
international level. Finally, this adaptability is an essential
feature of ASAFTs because any further agricultural
colonization of the Global South—as it happened by the
means of food quality and sustainability standards (Mari
2017)—has to be avoided. 
2. Farmers’ involvement in the whole framework development
process is an essential agroecological principle (cf.
cocreation of knowledge, agroecology of knowledges;
Altieri 1989, Altieri and Toledo 2011, Méndez et al. 2013,
Coolsaet 2016, FAO 2018b), and crucial for the applicability,
acceptance, and utility of an assessment framework at the
farm-level (IAASTD 2009, Schindler et al. 2015, Coteur et
al. 2016, de Olde et al. 2016a, Herrera et al. 2016, de Olde
et al. 2017b, Rasmussen et al. 2017, Slätmo et al. 2017,
Bonisoli et al. 2018). According to Coteur et al. (2016), there
are four prerequisites for applicability and on-farm strategic
decision making utility of an assessment framework that are
all based on farmers’ involvement. First, an on-farm
sustainability assessment framework has to be embedded in
a surrounding context, i.e., institutional, social, and natural
environment, which is also addressed and supported by
Butler Flora (2004), because farmers know their
environment and context best. Second, an assessment
framework needs to be flexible because sustainability
definitions and goals might change over time. These goals
and definitions depend on local practitioners and their
perception. Third, including farmers’ knowledge contributes
considerably to agricultural sustainability and resilience
(Šūmane et al. 2018). And finally, Coteur et al. (2016) stated
that an assessment framework has to support and promote
the communication of the sustainability performance to
various stakeholders of the food system. Therefore, farmers’
involvement in the development process of an assessment
framework is fundamental because researchers often fail to
use an appropriate language to communicate findings, to
clarify farmers’ needs and, hence, to answer farmers’
questions (Levidow et al. 2014). Rasmussen et al. (2017) have
also identified a divide between researchers and
practitioners in how to define agricultural sustainability, and
most existing assessment frameworks are developed by
experts without actively involving stakeholders and
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Table 3. Framework analysis I. Evaluation criteria of the analysis of the integrated indicator-based agricultural sustainability assessment
frameworks at the farm-level that were reviewed in the literature were the geographical scope, the focus on agroecology (i.e., AE focus),
the sustainability dimensions, and the involvement of the farmers in the development process of the framework, the implementation
of an indictor interaction analysis (IIA), and the definition of multifunctionality and productivity.
 
Agricultural Sustainability Assessment Framework Analysis I
Assessment
Tool
Reference Review
No.
†
Geographical
scope
AE
Focus
‡
Farmers’
Involvement
§
Sustainability
Dimensions
IIA Multifunctionality Definition Productivity Definition
IDEA
(Indicateur de
Durabilité des
Exploitations
Agricoles)
Zahm et al.
2008
7 France No No Environmental No Sustainable farming has three main
functions: (1) producing goods and
services, (2) landscape management,
and (3) its role in the rural world.
N/A
(designed by 30
researchers;
farmers as target
group)
Economic (Economic viability includes
agricultural production system
efficiency.)
 
MESMIS
(Framework
for Assessing
the
Sustainability
of Natural
Resource
Management
Systems)
López-Ridaura
et al. 2002
3 Latin America No Yes Productivity Yes Natural resource management
system are considered as complex
systems within which different
interlinked activities aim to achieve
a multitude of economic,
environmental, and social objectives
and, hence, to produce various
outputs, goods, and services.
Productivity is one out of seven
sustainability attributes and
measured by efficiency (i.e., yields)
and profitability (i.e., income cost/
benefit, returns to labor). A high level
of productivity is achieved by using
natural and economic resources
efficiently and synergistically.
(case studies in
developing
countries)
(stakeholder
participation
during the whole
process)
Stability
Reliability
Resilience
Adaptability
Equity
Self-
empowerment
MMF
(Multiscale
Methodological
Framework)
López-Ridaura
et al. 2005
4 Developing
countries
No Yes Productivity Yes Natural resource management
system are considered as complex
systems within which different
interlinked activities aim to achieve
a multitude of economic,
environmental, and social objectives
and, hence, to produce various
outputs, goods, and services.
Productivity is one of the five
sustainability attributes that refers
together with the stability attribute to
the capability to produce a specific
combination of goods and services as
efficient and effective as possible
without degrading the resource base.
(case study in
Mali)
(stakeholder
participation
during the whole
process)
Stability
Reliability
Resilience
Adaptability
MOTIFS
(Monitoring
Tool for
Integrated
Farm)
Meul et al.
2008
4 Europe No No Environmental No N/A Productivity refers to economic
sustainability and is measured by
labor, land, and capital productivity
or rather the value added per labor,
land, or capital unit.
(top-down goal
setting; only
consultation)
Economic
Social
PG Tool
(Public Goods
Tool)
Gerrard et al.
2012
4 UK No (Yes) Environmental No Public goods are beneficial
coproducts/functions of farming
beside producing agricultural goods,
and include soil management,
biodiversity, landscape and heritage,
water and nutrient management,
energy and carbon, food security,
diversity, social capital, farm
business resilience, and animal
welfare/health.
Not explicit
Economic (total productivity as measure for
food security)
 
RISE
(Response-
Inducing
Sustainability
Evaluation)
Häni et al.
2003
8 global No No Environmental No N/A N/A
(top-down
approach;
farmers as target
group)
Economic
(con'd)
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Social
Governance
Ryan et al.
2016
1 Ireland No No Environmental No Not explicit Labor productivity is defined as
income per labor unit, while land
productivity refers to the gross
output per hectare.
Economic (Multifunctional aspects of
agriculture have to be accounted.)
Social
Innovation
SAFA
(Sustainability
Assessment of
Food and
Agriculture
systems)
FAO 2014 4 global No No Environmental No Not explicit Not explicit
Economic (Only ecosystem services and public
goods provided/promoted by an
agricultural production system are
mentioned.)
(Productivity of human labor,
productivity of vegetation, and
economic productivity are
mentioned.)
Social
Governance
SAFE
(Sustainability
Assessment of
Farming and
the
Environment)
Van
Cauwenbergh
et al. 2007
4 Europe No (Yes) Environmental No Agroecosystems have multiple
functions that go beyond
production. The ecosystem function
concept is based on a theory defined
by de Groot (1992).
Not explicit
(participative
indicator
selection)
Economic (productivity as system attribute)
†
Number of reviews that include the assessment framework/tool in their analysis.
‡
Yes: The assessment framework is specifically designed for evaluating AFSs; No: The assessment framework might evaluate AFSs but without a specific design to do so.
§
Yes: Farmers were involved during the whole development process.; (Yes): Farmers were only partially involved in the development process. No: No involvement at all.
considering their needs (Binder et al. 2010, Schindler et al.
2015, de Olde et al. 2016a, Slätmo et al. 2017, Bonisoli et al.
2018). Farmers’ ability to influence how agricultural
sustainability is framed and assessed is, thus, very limited,
reducing the utility and the learning effect to farmers
(Schindler et al. 2015, Slätmo et al. 2017). In other words,
for ASAFTs it is important that they are also farmer based,
i.e., reflecting farmers’ interests and understanding, and,
hence, facilitate the frameworks’ applicability and usefulness
to farmers. 
3. The multifunctionality of an agroecosystem refers to its
multiple functional outcomes, i.e. socio-cultural and
biophysical (agro)ecosystem functions like food security,
ecological integrity, soil fertility, recreational area, etc., that
go beyond the economic functions and food and fiber
production (Van Huylenbroeck et al. 2007, Binder et al.
2010, Gliessman 2014, Hodbod et al. 2016, Bonisoli et al.
2018). The principle of agroecology is to optimize all these
agroecological functions equally rather than maximizing
productivity while minimizing ecological harm and impact.
Multifunctionality is closely related to productivity,
resilience, diversity, and other agroecosystems attributes/
services, and, thus, mirrored in diverse agroecological
practices. This critical principle should be reflected in an
agroecological assessment framework (Rickerl et al. 2004,
Renting et al. 2009, Altieri et al. 2011, Gliessman 2014,
Dendoncker et al. 2018, FAO 2018b). This principle differs
substantially from those of conventional understanding of
sustainable agriculture, i.e., conventionalization of organic
farming, the New Green Revolution, climate-smart farming,
or sustainable intensification, etc., (Darnhofer et al. 2010,
Holt-Giménez and Altieri 2013, Levidow et al. 2014,
Pimbert 2015, Bernard and Lux 2017). Therefore, the
multifunctionality assessment of AFSs is essential for
legitimation of future policies and incentives internalizing
positive and negative socio-environmental externalities and
supporting the transition toward agroecological practices
(Martín-López et al. 2014, Dabkiene 2016, Sukhdev et al.
2016, Dendoncker et al. 2018, TEEB 2018). Thus, ASAFTs
must necessarily integrate multifunctionality in the
definition, indication, and evaluation of agroecological
productivity (IPES-Food 2016). This could be achieved by
an appropriate combination of indicators (cf. aspect 4)
covering different agroecological functions and/or by an
appropriate productivity indicator/index that includes
multiple agroecological functions and goes beyond the
assessment of yields. Examples could be the “land
equivalent ratio” (HLPE 2019), or a comprehensive
accounting for energy flows of agricultural metabolisms
(Guzmán et al. 2018). 
4. An indicator interaction analysis is understood as an
evaluation of trade-offs and synergies between and among
individual indicators of a sustainability assessment
framework (Binder and Wiek 2007, Binder et al. 2010).
Therefore, this analysis can be used to account for synergies
and trade-offs between multiple agroecosystem functions.
This is central for success (or failure) of an agroecological
system that tries to optimize all functions equally. AFSs are
quite complex and based on multiple interactive social-
ecological processes and functions. Most agricultural
assessment frameworks do not implement an analysis of
(indicator) interactions, although trade-offs between
sustainability dimensions, goals, and indicators can then
neither be identified nor managed (Binder et al. 2010, Slätmo
et al. 2017, Bonisoli et al. 2018). Agroecological analysis has,
therefore, to follow a holistic approach, considering and
measuring the performance of several interacting functions
(cf. aspect 3). A careful interaction and trade-off  analysis of
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Table 4. Framework analysis II. Evaluation criteria of the analysis of the integrated indicator-based agricultural sustainability
assessment frameworks at the farm level that were described in the literature were the assessment methodology, the geographical scope,
the sustainability dimensions, the multifunctionality and productivity definition plus corresponding productivity indicators, the focus
on agroecology (i.e., AE focus), and the involvement of the farmers in the development process of the framework.
 
Agricultural Sustainability Assessment Framework Analysis II
Author (Year) Method Geographical
Application/
Country of
Origin
Sustainability
Dimensions
Productivity Definition Productivity Indicator Multifunctionality Definition Farmers’ Involvement
†
AE
Focus
‡
Brazil Environmental N/A N/A N/A Yes (Yes)
Economic (Workshops with ecological,
agroecological, and
nonecological farmers to agree
on an indicator set are
conducted.)
Fernandes and
Woodhouse
2008
DST-SLF-
Framework
(Index)
Social
 
Italy Environmental N/A N/A Not explicit (Yes) No
Economic (Nutrient cycling, energy
balance, pesticide toxicity, and
soil management are
mentioned as agroecosystem
functions.)
(Farmers were involved for
data collection and setting of
weights.)
Castoldi and
Bechini 2010
Global
Sustainability
Index
Environmental N/A N/A Not explicit No No
Economic (The sustainability dimension
consists of economic, social,
and environmental functions.)
(farmers as a primary data
source)
Gómez-Limón
and Sanchez-
Fernandez
2010
Index Spain (Castilla
and León)
Social
 
Production N/A N/A (Landscape) multifunctionality
consists of numerous
commodity and noncommodity
outputs provided by
agriculture, but for which
farmers are not always
compensated. “Non-
commodity outputs (public
services) provided by farmers
include both ecological
functions (e.g. biodiversity,
nutrient cycling, and carbon
sequestration) and cultural
functions (e.g. recreation,
cultural heritage, and visual
quality)” (p. 329).
Yes Yes
Ecological (Efficiency should also include
social and ecological
outcomes.)
(yield, efficiency of inputs)
Lovell et al.
2010
Index (Score) USA
(Vermont)
Cultural
 
Environmental N/A N/A N/A No No
Economic
Reig-Martínez
et al. 2011
Index Spain
(Campos)
Social
 
Agroecological Agricultural productivity is
expressed as the production of
milk, energy, and protein per
unit of land area, while energy
use efficiency is expressed as
energy output per unit energy
input, and energy requirements
per unit protein production.
Yields (kg/ha) N/A Yes (Yes)
Financial Animal and forage production
(MJ/kg or MJ)
(participatory approach)
Monzote et al.
2012
ECOFAS
(Score)
Cuba (San
Antonio de
Los Baños)
Social
 
Irrigation systems (proxy)
Not explicit N/A N/A Multifunctionality is a concept
and related to sustainability.
The farm functionality can be
described by farm
characteristics and farm
activities, that have various
effects and provide multiple
outputs, and that can be
grouped into four main
functional classes: habitat,
production, residence, and
recreation function in order to
assess and quantify the
multifunctionality.
No No
(Multifunctionality is related to
productivity, ecology, economy,
and rural politics.)
(farmer interviews for data
collection)
Andersen et
al. 2013
Index (Score) Denmark
(Favrskov,
Viborg)
Environmental N/A Net income (€/farm) Not explicit No No
Economic
 
Social
Continuity perspective
(solvency/farm)
(Multifunctional activities
(farm shop, education, and care
function) of case study farms
are mentioned.)
(Only researchers and policy
makers were involved.)
Van Asselt et
al. 2014
Index (Score) Netherlands
(con'd)
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Environment N/A N/A Multifunctionality as
fundamental agricultural/
agroecological sustainability
assessment concept: agriculture
has not only a productive but
also an environmental (i.e.,
landscape management) and
social function (i.e.. rural
development).
No Yes
Crop
protection
(productive efficiency is based
on economic productivity,
efficiency and autonomy, and
the improved efficiency of
resource use measured with
monetary parameters [cf.
Trabelsi et al. 2019])
(Farmers’ participation is not
explicitly stated but the authors
take the view that (1) farmers
have to participate in
innovative processes, (2)
farmers have to be recognized
as stakeholders and not only as
beneficiaries, and (3) farmers
have to be involved in decision
making on sustainability.)
Trabelsi et al.
2016
Agroecology
performance
assessment
tool
(ESSIMAGE
[Evaluation
and
Simulation of
Agroecological
Systems] in
Trabelsi et al.
2019) (Index)
France
Health
Society
Economy
 
Biophysical Not explicit Yield (harvest on a known
surface)
Multifunctionality equals the
multiple ecosystem services of
an agroecosystem (i.e.,
commercial crop production,
soil formation, nutrient
regulation, soil fertility, carbon
cycle, pest control, pollination,
erosion protection, habitat
quality for biodiversity,
physical experiences, and
education). Healthy
agroecosystems rely on various
ecosystem services that then
provide another set of
ecosystem services and so on.
Finally, ecosystem services are
defined as direct and indirect
benefits from ecosystems to the
people.
Yes Yes
Economic Quality
Dendoncker et
al. 2018
Four-step
integrated
ecosystem
service
assessment
framework
(Indicator set)
Belgium
Sociocultural (Commercial crop production
is an ecosystem service that
belongs into the provisioning
category)
(Ecosystem
service
categories:
provisioning,
regulation and
cultural)
†
Yes: Farmers were involved during the whole development process.; (Yes): Farmers were only partially involved in the development process. No: No involvement at all.
‡
Yes: The assessment tool/framework is specifically designed for evaluating AFSs; (Yes): The assessment tool/framework only evaluates an AFS without being specifically designed to do so.
agroecological functions and corresponding indicators
could facilitate the equal inclusion of the numerous
agroecological aspects. Furthermore, analyzing synergies
and trade-offs between different indicators is the basis for
modeling dynamic agroecosystems, which is highly
influenced by contextual data. Such modeling of complex
system dynamics supports the understanding of the system.
The analysis of indicator interactions and, hence, trade-offs
and synergies among elements within the system is,
therefore, considered as an essential aspect of ASAFTs
(Altieri 2002, 2004, Minae et al. 2008, Altieri et al. 2011,
Mari 2017).
Limiting factors: credibility, salience, and legitimacy
Recently, de Olde et al. (2018) emphasized three limitation factors
that lower a frameworks’ implementability in practice, in political
decision-making processes, and, hence, its contribution to the
transition toward a more sustainable agriculture if  they are
missing: credibility, salience, and legitimacy. There is a
proliferation of frameworks and tools that all have the ambition
of certainty and comprehensiveness in assessing agricultural
sustainability. However, most of these frameworks are
insufficiently credible, salient, and/or legitimate because they lack
robustness, are not adapted to the needs of the end users, and/or
are based on assumptions and valuations that are not commonly
elaborated or accepted (de Olde et al. 2018). This finding is also
supported by the incompatibility and nontransparency challenges
mentioned in several of the reviews that were analyzed (cf.
Marchand et al. 2014, Schader et al. 2014, Dabkiene 2016, de
Olde et al. 2016a, de Olde et al. 2017a, Bonisoli et al. 2018).
Objectives, assumptions, methodology, tools, definitions,
complexity, as well as data requirements differ quite substantially
among individual frameworks, making the assessment results
barely comparable and questioning the validity of the assessment
(de Olde et al. 2017a). If  these framework elements are not clearly
framed, the sustainability assessment becomes nontransparent.
This nontransparency can lead to misperception of the
sustainability performance, distorted results, and follow-up
actions and, hence, to a reduced reliability and relevance of the
framework (de Olde et al. 2017a). Hence, for ASAFTs, which aim
to facilitate the transition toward agroecological farming,
transparency, comparability, salience, credibility, and legitimacy
are fundamental. These features are highly interlinked with the
four key aspects discussed above. To overcome these challenges
and limitations, de Olde et al. (2018) proposed that assessment
frameworks have to become more transparent, harmonized,
participative and motivating to farmers. Harmonization among
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locally adapted assessment frameworks allows a certain level of
comparability and an exchange of experiences, and can be
facilitated by an international understanding of agroecological
farming and common guidelines or goals. Considering local
conditions as well as accounting for the multiple functions of an
agroecosystem and their measurements are also important with
regard to the credibility of ASAFT. Only if  the local conditions,
the different stakeholders and perspectives, as well as the various
interacting agroecological functions and measurements are
considered and well documented, can a certain scientific
adequacy and transparency be guaranteed. Further, the
participation and involvement in the development process allows
people to assume co-ownership of the assessment framework,
thus, increasing legitimacy (Rametsteiner et al. 2011).  
Finally, it was evaluated whether the frameworks were designed
to assess and capture AFSs. If  an assessment framework was
based on agroecological principles and concepts, the framework
was seen as specifically designed to evaluate AFSs. The four key
aspects, i.e. locality, farmers’ involvement, multifunctionality, and
interactions, were then assessed in more detail to conclude about
the suitability or relevance of a framework for assessing AFSs.
RESULTS
All nine reviews included in this study compared various
frameworks based on different evaluation categories and research
objectives (Table 1). Only one review focused on the frameworks’
suitability to assess AFSs (cf. Slätmo et al. 2017), and only one
analyzed the frameworks’ adaptability to farming systems in
developing countries (cf. Schindler et al. 2015; Table 2). In total,
19 frameworks were identified in the primary and secondary
literature in our study. All of them were analyzed with focus on
the four key aspects, i.e., their adaptability to local conditions,
involvement of farmers, agroecological multifunctionality, and
indicator interactions (Tables 3 and 4). Five assessment
frameworks were identified that were specifically designed to
assess AFSs and positively responding to a majority of our
evaluation criteria (i.e., the frameworks of López-Ridaura et al.
2002 [MESMIS], López-Ridaura et al. 2005 [MMF], Lovell et al.
2010, Trabelsi et al. 2016, Dendoncker et al. 2018). In the
following, those five frameworks are discussed in more depth after
presenting the results of analyzing all 19 frameworks in general.
Description of existing agricultural sustainability assessment
frameworks
In total, 19 integrated sustainability assessment frameworks were
selected and analyzed (Tables 3 and 4). Most of the assessment
frameworks were developed for the Global North, in particular
for agricultural systems of European countries. Only the MMF
and the MESMIS frameworks were specifically designed for or
applied in developing countries, while the RISE and the SAFA
frameworks were developed for global application. The remaining
frameworks were developed for or applied in European countries
and established without explicitly involving farmers. Only three
frameworks were developed for or implemented in non-European
countries (Brazil, Cuba, and USA).  
Only three reviewed frameworks focus specifically on AFSs. With
the exception of Trabelsi et al. (2016), these frameworks involved
farmers during the whole development and assessment process.
Trabelsi et al. (2016) do not explicitly mention farmers’
participation but they take the view that farmers have to
participate in innovative processes, be recognized as stakeholders
and not only as beneficiaries, and, therefore, get involved in
decision making on agricultural sustainability. Other frameworks
showed participatory approaches to different degrees in indicator
selection and validation, or the final discussions of the assessment
result. While Fernandes and Woodhouse (2008), for example,
conducted a workshops with ecological, agroecological, and
nonecological farmers to agree on an indicator set, other
frameworks like the one of Castoldi and Bechini (2010) included
farmers only in data collection or setting the weights of certain
indicators and evaluation elements. However, most of the
remaining frameworks do not involve farmers at all and farmers
are often only seen as a data source.  
Finally, multifunctionality and productivity are rarely explained
nor clearly or explicitly defined in the assessment frameworks.
Generally, the multifunctionality concept was not considered in
the definition or measurement of productivity, which is measured
as crop yield per area, economic profitability, or farming
efficiency. However, in the MMF and the MESMIS frameworks,
natural resource management systems are considered as complex
systems within which different interlinked activities aim to achieve
multiple economic, environmental, and social objectives,
providing various outputs, goods, and services. In addition,
multifunctionality was explained in the four frameworks
described by Lovell et al. (2010), Andersen et al. (2013), Trabelsi
et al. (2016) and Dendoncker et al. (2018). Only one article
explicitly stated how productivity is understood.  
Because all reviewed frameworks were based on a
multidimensional sustainability definition, most included the
three typical sustainability dimensions, i.e., the ecological,
economic, and social dimension. In three frameworks, these
sustainability dimensions were complemented by a policy or
governance dimension (cf. the RISE and SAFA frameworks) or,
as in the case of Ryan et al. (2016), by an innovation dimension.
In contrast, in two frameworks (the MESMIS framework and the
MMF) the sustainability dimensions were replaced by the five
sustainability attributes: productivity, stability, reliability,
resilience, and adaptability, complemented by the attributes of
equity and self-empowerment in the MESMIS framework. Only
the assessment framework of Castoldi and Bechini (2010) solely
considered the environmental and economic sustainability
dimensions. Trabelsi et al. (2016) complemented the three
sustainability dimensions with a health and a crop protection
dimension and Lovell et al. (2010) replaced the economic
dimension with a production dimension.  
The majority of the assessment frameworks did not include an
indicator interaction analysis. In most of the frameworks where
indicators were analyzed, the indicators are aggregated into an
individual index or visualized in a score spider diagram. Only the
integrated ecosystem service assessment framework described by
Dendoncker et al. (2018) was not based on a composite indicator,
and assesses the ecosystem service provision based on a range of
indicators.
Description of the five assessment frameworks specifically
designed for AFSs
I. Methodological framework for the sustainability evaluation of
AFS like peasant systems
The MESMIS framework (López-Ridaura et al. 2002) is a
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methodological framework for the sustainability evaluation of
peasant natural resource management systems (MESMIS is the
Spanish acronym of Framework for Assessing the Sustainability
of Natural Resource Management Systems). These peasant
systems are closely related to agroecological farming systems.
They are defined as complex systems within which different
interlinked activities help to achieve various environmental,
economic, and social objectives, including the provision of
different goods and services. MEMSIS provides a structure for
developing an indicator-based assessment framework for natural
resource management systems based on four premises: (1) The
sustainability of the system is defined by seven core attributes
(productivity, stability, reliability, resilience, adaptability, equity,
self-empowerment). A system is sustainable if  it achieves a high
level of performance in all seven attributes; (2) The assessment is
limited to a predefined geographical region, a spatial scale, and a
certain time period because natural resource management systems
are quite diverse and subjected to different cultural and
environmental conditions; (3) The framework development and
application are participatory processes including farmers,
technicians, community representatives, and other stakeholders;
(4) Sustainability cannot be measured per se, but only through a
system comparison because the definition of sustainability is
relative. The operational structure of MESMIS comprises six
steps:  
1. The natural resource management systems have to be
identified and characterized; flowcharts are often used to
characterize the components, in-/outputs, activities, social
and economic features, and the organization of the system. 
2. The critical features of systems are defined by identifying
the aspects that enhance or constrain the seven core
attributes and, thus, affect the systems’ sustainability. 
3. For each attribute, different critical system features are
defined and then translated into indicators. For each critical
system feature, diagnostic criteria, i.e., general analysis
objectives, are defined and adequate indicators are selected.
These indicators need to cover all seven attributes mentioned
above as well as general sustainability criteria (social,
ecological, economic). 
4. Actual measurement of the indicators. 
5. Synthesis and analysis of the results including their
visualization and the analysis of relations between
indicators, identifying positive and negative feedbacks. 
6. Conclusions and recommendations. 
López-Ridaura et al. (2002) stress that the fundamental systemic
properties of sustainable farming systems have to be discussed
further. They also state that it is very important to consider social-
ecological aspects, indicator interrelations, and participatory
approaches. Finally, linkages between different assessment levels
are seen as very important to achieve consistency, but are not yet
included in the MESMIS framework.
II. Multiscale methodological framework for the evaluation of
AFS like peasant systems
The multiscale methodological framework (MMF) is a successor
framework of MESMIS (López-Ridaura et al. 2005). MMF is
based on five sustainability attributes, two referring to the
systems’ functioning (productivity, stability) and three focusing
on the systems’ behavior when facing internal or environmental
changes (resilience, reliability, and adaptability). The aim of
MMF is to assess the sustainability of natural resource
management system by facilitating the development of a site-
specific set of criteria and indicators evaluating the systems’
performance in view of each attribute at different scales. MMF
has a cyclic structure with seven operational steps per cycle,
strongly following a participatory approach: (1) The study area
within which the farming system is located, identified, and
characterized; (2) Relevant impact scales within the study area
are defined and evaluation objectives for each scale are
determined, both together with the different stakeholders; (3)
Evaluation criteria are derived from the objectives and combined
with the five sustainability attributes of natural resource
management systems. With regard to their interrelations,
indicators are defined for each chosen criterion; (4-7) In the
remaining steps, functions for the indicators and their relations
at and among each assessment scale are developed, modeled,
analyzed, and discussed resulting in a relative sustainability
performance measure, recommendations for best practices, and
research objectives.
III. Assessment framework for AFSs based on a
multifunctionality approach
The first framework specifically focusing on AFSs was developed
by Lovell et al. (2010) and is based on the theories of agroecology
and multifunctionality, in this way creating an integrated
approach to design agroecosystems. As recommended in the
works of Mullender et al. (2017) and Rasmussen et al. (2017),
Lovell et al. (2010) forego new terminologies or definitions and
refer to the combination of existing theories and corresponding
indicators or attributes. They combine multifunctionality and
agroecology, because these concepts are closely related to each
other, and multifunctionality allows also to include in the
assessment the impacts on a larger landscape level. Thereby, three
functions, i.e., production, ecological, and cultural, are
considered and for each function five attributes are determined
and rated together with farmers. The farm landscape is divided
according to land use and for each division all 15 attributes are
scored according to a range from -2 to 2. Finally, the scores are
summed and weighed relative to the size of the land use divisions.
The total score indicates the multifunctional performance of the
agroecosystem. This approach allows analyzing the interaction
between multiple functions or attributes on various land use units.
Using attributes and a scoring methodology instead of absolute
indicators facilitates the applicability and the utility for farmers.
IV. Assessment framework for AFSs based on a modeling
approach
The second framework that specifically assessed AFSs also uses
aggregated composite performance indices. Trabelsi et al. (2016),
who developed the framework, explained that classical indicators
would not capture the dynamic process of agroecological
transition. After a comparison of three conventional methods for
assessing agricultural sustainability in practice (IDEA,
DIALECTE, and RAD), Trabelsi et al. (2016) concluded that
these methods are not sensitive or adapted enough to assess the
performance of organic farms in transition to agroecology.
Therefore, they developed an assessment framework based on a
modeling approach at plot and farm level that would assist
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farmers in strategic decision making for a transition to
agroecological practices, assessing the performance of this
transition process, and simulating possible decision impacts and
consequences (cf. updated description of the ESSIMAGE
framework, Trabelsi et al. 2019). According to Trabelsi et al.
(2016:149), “[t]he transition to agroecology is a dynamic process
characterized by different relationships between the objectives,
agricultural techniques, means of implementation, and impacts
...” An agricultural technique can, thereby, serve multiple
objectives, have several means of implementation, and, hence, one
or more impacts. To capture this complex dynamic, the assessment
framework is based on interaction matrices that reflect these
relationships.  
Trabelsi et al. (2016) identified five impact topics, i.e.,
environment, crop protection, health, society, and economy, that
have to be assessed before, during, and after agroecological
transition. For each topic, the authors determined indicators that
are subsequently weighed and composed into a performance
index. Except for the economic indicators, each indicator is a
function of parameters that reflect the implementation of certain
agroecological techniques that influence the performance of the
corresponding indicator. Thereby, the parameters that are
allocated to a certain indicator depend on the considered
production system. In addition, the implementation and
agroecological techniques depend on the environment of the
farms. Each parameter is further weighed according to its
importance for achieving a certain performance level. Finally, a
score is assigned to each parameter to then derive the performance
index. Inverse values of parameters are used if  parameters affect
the indicator negatively. In comparison with the first assessment
framework, the performance estimation is much more complex,
time intensive, and even partially computer-based. The
framework was developed mainly by scholars, although the
importance of farmers’ involvement and participatory research
was acknowledged. Based on the parameters used (agroecological
techniques) and the inclusion of site-specific data, simulations of
future performance are possible. Furthermore, the assessment
framework analyzes the interaction and relationships of the
multiple agroecological techniques, attributes, and objectives.
Tests in practice have shown that multiple agroecological practices
have to be implemented holistically to have an effect on
agroecological, social, but also economic performance (Trabelsi
et al. 2019). Hence, the multifunctionality of the agroecosystem
is clearly integrated.
V. Assessment framework for AFSs based on the evaluation of
ecosystem services
The third framework that specifically assessed AFSs was
developed by Dendoncker et al. (2018) and is similar to the one
of Lovell et al. (2010). Dendoncker et al. (2018) suggest a four-
step approach to facilitate designing agroecological transition.
Their framework is based on the theory that agroecological
practices aim to optimize ecosystem services and, hence, foster
resilience and sustainability of agroecosystems. The first step of
the framework is to understand the current situation. This initial
step includes a multilevel assessment of agroecological practices
and their impact on ecosystem services. For this purpose,
indicators are identified in a participatory process by scientists,
ecosystem service managers (including farmers), and beneficiaries
of ecosystem services. These indicators should cover a number of
ecosystem services that can be categorized in provisioning,
regulating, and cultural services. Furthermore, this assessment
step includes a social ecosystem service valuation analysis. After
having assessed the current situation, different possible scenarios,
key drivers of change, and trade-offs and synergies are analyzed
in a second step. Subsequently, in a third step, the stakeholders
involved have to agree on the most accepted future scenario. The
implementation of the chosen scenario is then part of the fourth
step. Because the understanding of sustainability and the social
valuation of ecosystem services might change over time the
proposed assessment has to be repeated from time to time.
Because the four assessment steps are based on a participatory
approach, involving different stakeholders, enough time has to be
assigned for it.
DISCUSSION
The majority of the frameworks analyzed in this study do not
focus on evaluating AFSs and were not suitable or applicable to
evaluate AFSs in an international cooperation context. This is so
because they barely involve farmers, rarely include indicator
trade-off  and interaction analyses, and often also do not consider
explicitly multiple agricultural functions nor account for local
conditions in developing countries. Furthermore, there was no
agricultural sustainability assessment framework review that
particularly studied the suitability or applicability of the existing
assessment frameworks to evaluate the multifunctional and
multidimensional outputs of AFSs. In total, only five assessment
frameworks were identified that are (a) explicitly designed to
evaluate AFSs (cf. Lovell et al. 2010, Trabelsi et al. 2016,
Dendoncker et al. 2018) or (b) related to natural small-scale
farming systems that are rooted in AFSs, focusing on systemic
sustainability attributes (López-Ridaura et al. 2005, Speelman et
al. 2007). Below, we focus on these five frameworks.
Adaptability to local conditions and complexity of
implementation
ASAFTs should be adapted to local conditions in different world
regions. Most ASAFTs are, however, developed in the context of
the Global North. Hence, they may be less suitable or adapted to
conditions that are present in countries of the Global South. The
agricultural context, i.e., infrastructure and practices, the
sustainability knowledge and measures, as well as the assessment
traditions are considerably different between the North and the
South. For instance, although record keeping is very common in
commercial farming in the Global North, small-scale farmers in
the Global South rarely keep written records about their
agricultural activities, inputs, and outputs. Yet, record keeping is
the prerequisite of data collection and, thus, key for agricultural
assessment. A study by Minae et al. (2008) showed, for example,
that farm data collection, utilization, and dissemination among
small-scale farmers in sub-Saharan Africa are nonexistent or of
low quality. Reasons for this lack of farm data in sub-Saharan
Africa are (1) the cumbersome nature of record keeping, (2) the
complexity of natural small-scale farming, (3) the absent business
features of most small-scale farming systems, and, finally, (5) the
incompatibility between conventional data systems and the
subsistence management systems in developing countries, i.e., the
measures and practices of smallholders (Minae et al. 2008).
However, record keeping is essential for successful and sustainable
decision making at farm level and, hence, very important for
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small-scale farmers in developing countries (Bockstaller et al.
1997, Pope et al. 2004, Pintér 2007, Minae et al. 2008, Coteur et
al. 2016).  
Accordingly, ASAFTs need to be based on simple, i.e.,
understandable and manageable, farmer-based measures and
tools to collect and evaluate farm data. Although the framework
of Lovell et al. (2010) seems to be quite straightforward in usage,
the other two frameworks of Trabelsi et al. (2016) and
Dendoncker et al. (2018) require technical support. Measurement
and calculation methods of these two frameworks appear to be
time and knowledge intensive, aiming at integrating
multifunctionality and dynamic processes into the evaluation.
This is so, even though, in the case of Trabelsi et al. (2016; cf. also
Trabelsi et al. 2019) the method is actually based partially on
simple agricultural, social, and economic parameters. Similarly,
the application of the MMF and the MESMIS frameworks
requires institutional support for indicator sampling and
evaluation, although these frameworks have been developed in a
truly participative process and adapted to the needs and
requirements of the Global South.  
Finally, to be easily applicable by different stakeholders/users in
the Global North and Global South, ASAFTs might need to be
based on a dual structure offering a simplified and a
complementary more comprehensive implementation, with
correspondingly different levels of detail. Parameters for the
simplified version could easily be collected by the farmers
themselves, while the other parameters would be measured and
evaluated with the help of professionals or by trained farmers
with the corresponding technical support. This structure might
also avoid unnecessary replication when collecting agricultural
sustainability data and enhances the usefulness of the frameworks
for farmers, two main concerns of practitioners (Mullender et al.
2017).  
Further, to be suitable for different stakeholders and users
worldwide, the applicability has to go beyond farm level and
include relevance for policy analysis. Except MMF, the analyzed
frameworks are not designed to evaluate which existing or new
policies at a higher level could be used in order to support the
implementation or scaling up of successful and promising AFSs.
Although López-Ridaura et al. (2002) have already identified the
importance of articulating the interrelation between different
evaluation scales, only the MMF comprises a multiscale approach
that allows for the analysis of the effect of agroecological policies
and practices at different farm and food system levels. Higher
assessment levels, i.e., regional, national, and international level,
need to be considered when assessing AFSs at the farm level
because these higher levels also affect farmers’ decisions and the
sustainability of the activities (Russillo and Pintér 2009, Hayati
et al. 2010, de Olde et al. 2016a, Latruffe et al. 2016). At these
higher levels, linkages between different assessed agroecological
food system dimensions, i.e., production, processing, distribution,
and consumption, can be made. Furthermore, linkages to higher
assessment levels allow considering and evaluating other factors
like policies, economics, the local and national culture, and the
environment.  
The assumption that farmers will change their behavior and
perform more sustainably if  corresponding sustainability
assessment data and information is available is misleading
(Slätmo et al. 2017). In reality, farmers perceive their scope of
action as very limited within the institutional context that
determines their farming practices (de Olde et al. 2016a). This
means that farmers’ decisions and behavior with regard to the
agroecological production also depends on other system
dimensions and factors beyond the farm-level that are based on
choices made by other stakeholders of the food system. ASAFTs
need, therefore, to address the interlinkage between lower and
higher assessment levels and have common guidelines, i.e.,
agroecological attributes and framework standards, that facilitate
the horizontal and vertical harmonization among ASAFTs at
different assessment levels. Methodological approaches as used
by Dendoncker et al. (2018), López-Ridaura et al. (2002), and
López-Ridaura et al. (2005) suggest some guidelines on a regional
level. Yet, widely accepted guidelines for agroecological
assessment frameworks like the SAFA guidelines for sustainable
agriculture (cf. FAO 2014) are missing. However, FAO (2019)
recently published a first test version of a tool for agroecology
performance evaluation (TAPE) that describes the process of
development and guidelines for application that may result in such
commonly used guidelines. A potential guiding approach that
would facilitate the harmonization among ASAFTs might be a
linkage to the SDGs (cf. AFSA 2016) or to the 10 elements of
agroecology (cf. FAO 2018b), and, hence, to commonly accepted
objectives of higher assessment levels (Russillo and Pintér 2009).
Some assessment frameworks developed by practitioners in the
field of agroecology as well as TAPE are already referring to the
10 agroecology elements by FAO, which is not the case with regard
to the analyzed frameworks for evaluating AFSs.  
Finally, assessment frameworks are inherently normative and
value-based (Rametsteiner et al. 2011, Alrøe et al. 2016, de Olde
et al. 2018). This normative aspect of assessment frameworks is
often neglected but very important for the utility and acceptance
of an assessment (Rametsteiner et al. 2011). Linking farm-level
assessments to higher level sustainability objectives and
measurements might enhance the normative transparency to a
wider public and harmonize the individual ASAFTs. It might also
help to overcome the limits of focusing on the production side at
the farm level. At higher levels new dimensional focuses could be
introduced and interlinked. Hence, research about common
ASAFT features is needed to avoid any uncoordinated
proliferation of ASAFTs that would decrease the credibility,
salience, and legitimacy of the frameworks and impede an
interplay between corresponding policies (cf. Marchand et al.
2014, Schader et al. 2014, Dabkiene 2016, de Olde et al. 2016a,
2017a, b, 2018).
Farmers’ involvement
The degree of farmers’ involvement is quite different among the
analyzed frameworks for evaluating AFSs. Trabelsi et al. (2016)
only mention farmers’ relevance. Lovell et al. (2010) determine
and rate the agroecological attributes of the different land use
units together with the farmers, while the framework of
Dendoncker et al. (2018) includes farmers as well as other
stakeholders of the AFSs in each step of the framework. Finally,
the MMF and the MESMIS framework present methodological
approaches for NGOs, farmers’ organizations and farmers to
develop a framework to evaluate agroecological sustainability,
following a participative bottom-up strategy. These different
involvement levels are also reflected by the varying complexity
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and applicability of the individual frameworks. In the end, further
research is needed to define an appropriate level of farmers’
involvement that would maximize the quality and applicability of
an ASAFT.  
The analyses conducted in this study showed that the involvement
of farmers in the development process of an assessment
framework has only been explicitly studied since 2015, whereas
the involvement of other stakeholders was investigated earlier.
Awareness for this needs to increase. In this respect, all identified
frameworks for evaluating AFSs include participative elements
but transparency, harmony, and contextualization are not
automatically given. All frameworks show very different
methodological assessment approaches: although Dendoncker et
al. (2018), López-Ridaura et al. (2002), and López-Ridaura et al.
(2005) describe methodological frameworks that lead to jointly
developed assessment frameworks, Lovell et al. (2010) and
Trabelsi et al. (2016) present final but customizable frameworks
for evaluating AFSs. Although Dendoncker et al. (2018), López-
Ridaura et al. (2002), and López-Ridaura et al. (2005) use a set
of indicators, Lovell et al. (2010) assign scores to different
agroecological attributes, and Trabelsi et al. (2016) calculate a
complex agroecological index, and have their individual set of
agroecological indicators and attributes. The selection of
indicators and attributes is part of a participatory decision but
not always explicitly explained in the frameworks. Only in the
MMF and the MESMIS framework are the chosen sustainability
attributes outlined clearly.
Multifunctional productivity measures
Although all five identified frameworks evaluating AFSs do
explicitly integrate the principle of multifunctionality, the
frameworks do not use multifunctional productivity indicators
that are tailored to AFSs or non-European small-scale farming
systems. Whereas Lovell et al. (2010) used a qualitative
productivity indicator, Dendoncker et al. (2018) suggests
conventional productivity indicators like yield, i.e., harvest per
area, and quality. Conventional productivity indicators, like
yields, labor demand, cost/benefit ratio, or total income are also
used in TAPE and many case studies that applied the MMF and
the MESMIS framework, indicating the efficiency and
profitability of the assessed system. These indicators are not able
to capture the multidimensional productivity of multicrop
systems that are very common in agroecology and subsistence
farming. Although labor is included in present cost-benefit
calculations, negative impacts of farm operations such as
polluting emissions or public good resource utilization are often
externalized, causing unsustainable emission levels and resource
use.  
However, all analyzed frameworks evaluating AFSs are in their
structure very flexible, a fundamental principle in agroecology
where practices have to be adapted to the local environment and
context (Hatt et al. 2016). In that respect, conventional
productivity indicators could easily be complemented with
multifunctional ones that are adapted to AFSs without changing
the structure of the assessment tool. A quantitative indicator that
is often considered as alternative to yields is the net income per
unit area. It is used, for example, in the MESMIS framework (cf.
Speelman et al. 2007) as well as the framework of Trabelsi et al.
(2016) and proposed by the CSO coalition at the Second
International Symposium on Agroecology in Rome (P. Rosset
2017, personal communication). However, although this indicator
better captures the multifunctional productivity, i.e., the diversity
of products, of (small-scale) farming, it also shows certain
disadvantages. A particular challenge is the high dependency of
this measure for productivity on world food market prices that
are very volatile, barely representative for local markets, and based
on an economic system that agroecology aims to transform.
Furthermore, Trabelsi et al. (2019) stated that with a focus on
financial criteria to evaluate the economic performance of a
farming system, wider economic impacts on society have to be
internalized as well in future agricultural assessments. Finally,
alternative indicators that capture the multifunctional
productivity of AFSs are still part of future research (cf. also
GTAE 2018).
Indicator interaction: trade-offs and synergies
The analysis of trade-offs and interactions of sustainability
components and indicators are not common among most
individual agricultural sustainability assessment frameworks. In
contrast, the five frameworks looking explicitly at AFSs or related
systems try to address this. Lovell et al. (2010) and Trabelsi et al.
(2016) used matrices as a tool to visualize the interrelations
between various agroecological practices and different ecosystem
services and impacts. Dendoncker et al. (2018) used a multilevel
approach to better understand the impacts of agroecological
processes on ecosystem services and underlying processes. In the
MESMIS framework, relationships, i.e., positive and negative
interactions, between different indicators are analyzed in the fifth
operational step, the synthesis and integration of the results. In
case of the MMF, the indicator interaction analysis is integrated
in the fourth operational step by developing functions for the
relationships between the individual indicators at each scale and
among different assessment levels. However, the methodology
used to analyze indicator interactions is not clearly outlined in
both the MMF and the MESMIS framework. In comparison to
the other frameworks, the indicator interaction analysis approach
of Lovell et al. (2010) and Trabelsi et al. (2016) allows to estimate
the effect of different practices on one ecosystem service or social-
ecological objective at the same time. Trabelsi et al. (2019) showed
in different assessment cases that a single agroecological
technique can not lead to a significant change in the overall
agroecological, social, and economic performance of a farming
system, a holistic implementation of different techniques is
needed.
CONCLUSION
Two frameworks, the MMF and the MESMIS frameworks, were
identified to assess small-scale farming systems that are closely
related with AFSs. Additionally, three assessment frameworks (cf.
Lovell et al. 2010, Trabelsi et al. 2016, Dendoncker et al. 2018)
were found in the literature that explicitly aimed at evaluating
AFSs. All of these frameworks included an indicator interaction
analysis for which in two cases innovative matrices are used to
analyze the multiple impact and outcome of certain
agroecological practices. This matrix tool seems to be a key
element for ASAFTs. Consequently, they all considered
agroecological multifunctionality at a framework level, while, at
an indicator level, agroecological multifunctionality and practices
are not fully addressed yet. Monetary total productivity measures
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that are alternatively proposed to capture the multiple
agroecological products seem to be conflicting with the
agroecological principles and need further reflection. New
indicators that capture the multiple agroecological, social, and
economic outputs, practices, and impacts need to be developed
and established (cf. Trabelsi et al. 2019). However, the analyzed
frameworks are quite flexible, i.e., indicators can easily be
exchanged. Furthermore, three out of five analyzed frameworks
are customized to local conditions in the Global North. However,
they are less suitable to the situation in the Global South where
the tradition of record keeping and technical equipment are
missing. Therefore, a dual framework structure is proposed that
combines farmers’ measurements with scientific indicators. This
would also allow to fully integrate farmers in the assessment
framework process, increasing the applicability and usefulness of
the framework to farmers globally. Although in comparison to
other existing frameworks, farmers had an important role in the
five identified frameworks that evaluated AFSs, they were
involved to different degrees. Thus, there is a potential for
improving farmers’ involvement, especially, with regard to the
important factors of credibility, salience, and legitimacy that were
identified in addition to the four analyzed aspects as important
elements of ASAFTs. Frameworks for evaluating AFSs need to
become more transparent, harmonized, and implementation
focused. This could be achieved through common ASAFTs
guidelines that facilitate the horizontal and vertical
harmonization among assessment frameworks and policies
within an agroecological food system. Thus, we finally
recommend that future assessment frameworks for evaluating
AFSs should (1) emphasize indicator interactions using matrix
tools; (2) focus on agroecological multifunctionality applying
(productivity) indicators tailored to AFS approaches; (3) be
globally adaptable to local conditions and fully involve farmers
because of a dual structure; (4) consider harmonization factors,
e.g., the 10 elements of agroecology; (5) be transparent; and (6)
take into account vertical interactions with AFS policies.  
Innovative transdisciplinary and participatory research about
published and unpublished frameworks and tools for evaluating
AFSs are required to explore the new field of ASAFTs and to
facilitate a transition toward an agroecological world food system.
Many CSOs are already working on frameworks for evaluating
AFS, but to avoid any uncontrolled and inconsequential
proliferation of assessment frameworks, a common platform and
widely accepted guidelines have to be established with scientific
assistance. Unpublished frameworks mirror local needs and are
an inspirational source for any future ASAFT guideline.
Therefore, new scientific methods and topics that are tailored to
agroecology and the topic of ASAFTs need to be recognized and
financially supported by private and public institutions.
Agroecology and corresponding evaluation frameworks and tools
are a promising approach to contribute to a sustainable food/
farming system and, hence, to achieve the sustainable
development goals. It will be fundamental to work on a commonly
accepted reference framework to evaluate AFSs all over the world.
Detailed research about the necessary features of ASAFTs that
complement and deepen the four aspects identified in this study,
i.e., adaptability to local conditions, farmers’ involvement,
multifunctionality, and accounting for interactions between
different functions and their measurement, is highly needed.
Agroecological productivity indicators and possible indicator
interaction analysis methods should be identified and studied.
Moreover, the linkages between ASAFTs at the farm level and
higher levels, i.e., regional, national, and international, have to be
investigated (cf. also Russillo and Pintér 2009). Finally, capacity
building among farmers, especially in the Global South, is
required to involve them in the development process of ASAFTs
and adapt the frameworks to their needs. Part of future
investigations should also (1) be simple assessment measures with
which farmers in developing countries but also in industrialized
countries can evaluate their agroecological performance in a way
that is scientifically sound and at the same time providing relevant
information to the farmers; (2) be sensitive to the commonly used
monetary total productivity indicator with regard to global
financial markets; (3) understand the impact of record keeping
and ASAFTs on farmers’ livelihoods (in particular in the Global
South); and (4) test and evaluate common agroecological
assessment guidelines such as TAPE, their impact, and
applicability.
Responses to this article can be read online at: 
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
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